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It is a dark time.
The Old Gods have deserted the world.

A new dark pantheon of Gods watches over the earth and feeds upon the 
spoils of war; a banquet of souls slain on the wretched battlefields of Chrono-

pia.
Since the Day of Dread nothing has been the same, the past is now but a forgotten 
dream. Storm clouds mass on all horizons, dark and brooding, shot with blood red, as 
the tides of war thunder back and forth across a blistered and broken land.
One man took it upon himself to save his people in a breathtaking and desperate 
quest. To conquer the time-streams and be reborn. To battle with evil when it finally 
manifests itself upon the world.
High in the Eternal Tower of Chronopia, the One King sits alone, his mind studying the 
great and expansive time streams, with their countless possibilities. Looking into futu-
res and pasts, he tries to determine a path among the myriad possibilities that spring 
from every point in time.

Visions wracked the One King, nightmares born of doubt. Had his actions brought about 
the terrible events he sought to avoid? What subtleties and nuances must be brought to 
bear to fashion a future free of this Dark Prophecy?
I see Him sometimes in the dark and sinister shadows, from the corners of my vision. He 
is not powerful enough yet. However, it will not be long. He is twisting and worming his 
way into the very fabric of our rea1itq and existence.
But now the time is coming.
The world is at a turning point finely balanced. United, the morta1 races might survive 

his hell-spawned onslaught. Divided they will certainly fall.
That was the age of Chronopia.

„Chronopia is dead! It has no future !”
These had once been the last words of Arch-Chronomancer Isenrink before he threw 
himself down from the highest tower in the city to end his life. The old seer, who had 
traveled the ways of time alongside the One King for decades, had finally come to the 
conclusion that the fight against decay and darkness could not be won. This was almost 
two hundred years ago, but a lot has happened since then... 

Welcome to the Chronopia New Age!



A Look into the Abyss 

Surrounded by hostile nations and 
the hordes of the Devout, the realm of 
the Firstborn had to wage war for its 
bare existence, as it could not had been 
bloodier and cruder. Towns and villages 
had perished in flames, while dark hor-
des had wreaked havoc in the land of the 
One King. 

Blackblooded Ores had led their armies 

across the southern border and the Sons of 
Kronos had retumred to their homeland, 
abandoning their relatives 
on the battlefield in the Firstborn’s darkest 
hour. Even the dwarves had become greedy 
for the flesh of the rotting corpse that had 
been left from the One King’s realm. 

The Stygians had long ago destroyed all the 
outposts the Firstborn had built in their de-
sert and had killed their knights. Since then 
they had flowed eastward in vast numbers, 
rushing through the empires of the other 
nations until they had directly threatened 
the cities of the Firstborn. 

However, it had been the 
Devout who had risen from 
all the destruction and betrayal as the 
ultimate victors. They 
had pushed the knights of the One King 
ever further back and had been about 
to tear out the heart of their archenemy 
empire. 

When their dark legions had marched 
on Chronopia under the thundering 
sermons of the four hellish prophets, 

a pitch-black sky had 
throned over the dying 
capital of men. 

What the One King and 
his wizards had seen in 
these days, were that all 
paths had lead to just one 
future goal: 
Destruction. 

So the remaining kni-
ghts of the Firstborn had 
gathered behind Chrono-
pia’s walls when the mi-

nions of evil had 
come from all directions to bury the 
One King’s city like a tidal wave. There 
had been no more hope in these despe-
rate hours. Little more had remained 
for the defenders than to fall honorably 
in a final battle, taking the 
noble heritage of their people into the 
shadow world. 

„The end of our mortal enemies has 
come!” , had the sinister prophets pre-
ached to their children, who, in the face 
of Chronopia’s impending doom, had 
screamed and sneered. 



But when all confidence for 
the Firstborn had already va-
nished, the banners of an army 

approaching in the istance had 
suddenly moved over the horizon. 
A murmur had gone through the ranks of 
the Devout in front of Chronopia’s 
gates, while the prophets had become si-
lent. 

Behind their backs the warriors of the 
Elven Houses had appeared - with shrill 
cries of war they had come at the follo-
wers of evil to annihilate them in a bloody 

slaughter... 

From the Ashes... 

In the two centuries that followed the  bat-
tle of Chronopia, the kingdom of the Fir-
stborn saw over eighty years of peace. The 
city of Aregath, which had been devastated 
by the Devout, was rebuilt. The same ap-
plied to the many villages that had been de-
stroyed by the dark hordes, the Ores or the 
Stygians. The Elves who had saved the Fir-
stborn from extinction in the last moment 
had long marched back home again. 

Their intervention had prven-
ted the final triumph of the Devout and 
probably also their own downfall. But the 
thankfulness of the One King and his pe-
ople was scant. Apart from sporadic trade 
relations, the humans kept away from the 
Elven kingdoms, concentrating entirely 
on rebuilding their devastated empire. 

Meanwhile, the flames of war continued 
to blaze in the south. The Blackblood Em-
pire had to face the invading Stygians from 
the southwest and was moreover shaken 
by internal conflicts. The Ogre‘s reign had 
started to crumble after orcish armies had 
gathered under the banners of Sultan Vra-
ghrok in the east of the empire and conqu-

ered the city of Tushcant. 
What had began as an upri-
sing against the ruling Ogre
caste finally tumecf into a 
bloody civil war that slowly 
spread from the jungles 
in the east of Jargal to Kha-
rabad. 

So the inner turmoil of the 
Blackblood realm, the re-
luctance of the Elven Ho-

uses and the fact, that the Devout 
were increasingly trying to expand the-
ir territory at the expense of the Dwarven 
clans and the Sons of Kronos, a period of 
recovery began for the Firstborn. 

For the first time in a long era of conflicts, 
their children grew up in a state of safety 
behind high and solid city walls under the 
protection of a knight army, which could 
gradually fill its lit tered ranks with new re-
cruits. 



Eighty years of peace and respite fate 
had given to the One King. 

Eighty years to plan, arm and to swear 
his people to future wars... 

And so They went North... 

Not for a single day, the One King had 
believed in peace, knowing that all the 
paths through time would lead his nation 
to the battlefields of the future. So he gathe-
red his knights near Aregath and lead them  
across the 
serpent River 
to start a 
stormy and 
unexpected 
attack on the 
fortress of the 
dark prophet 
Nemeth. 

It took less 
than seven 
days for the 
rams of the 
Firstborn to tear down the gates of the black 
city and shatter their walls. The foul blood 
of the Devout stained the streets of the for-
tress during the carnage that followed the 
assault. Master Tylic, a young general of 
the Firstborn, invaded the dark palace of 
Nemeth at the side of his king and behe-
aded the prophet with his own sword. His 
knights then marched through the streets 
of the city to slay any creature 
they encountered. 
In the end, all that remained of the 
dreadful fortress was a tangle of broken 

walls and burnt down buildings. 
Time mages and judges came to the 
fallen city, sending out spells that would 
forever keep the beings of darkness away 
from this place. 

When the head of the slain Nemeth was 
handed over to the One King on a tray, 
a contented laughter echoed through the 
chambers of the time tower in Chrono-
pia’s centre. The dark prophet Nemeth had 
fallen, his malicious breed had been wiped 
out. But his razed city was only one ulcer of 
many that still 

had to be burnt 
out...

Three years la-
ter, the Firstborn 
marched into the 
lands north of 
Gergythia and 
adjudicated them 
to be a part of 
their empire. The 
Sons of Kronos, 
who had never 
given up their 

old way of life, withdrew from the invading 
knight army to the Zackwall Mountains or 
the wooded Kneethlands. 

Once the Firstborn had not forgiven their 
relatives for having left them alone in the 
fight against the Devout, now their uncon-
cealed lust for conquest excited the minds 
of the Berserker tribes. 

It took only a few months for the soldiers of 
the One King to reach the foot of the mo-



untain range that separated 
the continents of Jargal and 

Pandaros like a wall. There 
they built fortified camps, fo-

unded several settlements 
and a port on the coast. 

One winter later, several thousand far-
mers and their families marched nor-
thward to colonize the occupied land. 
The Dwarves, who lived in the Claw 
Fortress, beheld the human settlers co-
ming from the south in ever greater num-

bers with concern. No less skeptical were 
the wild tribes that lived beyond the moun-
tains. Although they remained distant and 
were initially not hostile, the peace appe-
ared deceptive. 

For the next ten years, the Firstborn did not 
expand. Instead they littered the occupied 
territories with forts and other settlements. 
On the initiative of the One King, a non-
-aggression pact 
was signed with the Dwarven clans around 

the Claw Fortress as well as 
with the Kallach tribe. The re-
maining 
Sons of Kronos stayed in their forests 
or in the Zackwall Mountains, from 
where they critically eyed their civilized 
relatives from the south. 

The Campaign against the 
Hordes of Negral  

For now, the One King did not seek more 
land in the north, as he assured the suspi-

cious neighboring 
tribes, because he 
was already plan-
ning something 
else. The forges 
reeked incessan-
tly in the realm 
of the Firstborn, 
while thousands 
of young men be-
came knights and 
the city of Chrono-
pia was 
turned into a fren-
zy of war by fanati-
cal preachers. 

In the year 423, a huge army of heavily ar-
mored warriors, archers and soldier pe-
asants marched south to launch an attack 
against the dark prophet Negral and his fol-
lowers. 

Like an unexpected hammer blow of deadly 
force and precision, the Firstborn knights 
hit the surprised enemies on the battlefield, 
inflicting a crushing defeat on them. 

Then they marched over the corpses of the 



slain Devout and their un-
holy allies to storm the gates 

of Negral’s fortress. The siege lasted al-
most two months, demanding the lives of 
many brave men. 

But finally the walls of the dark castle 
broke and the righteous wrath of the Fri-
stborn washed away the hellish brood 
in its interior. Negral, the lord of hatred, 
was captured and brought to Chronopia. 

His defeat was total, his horde of lackeys 
completely wiped out and the unholy for-
tress razed to 
the ground. 

When the demonic tra-
itor was finally thrown 
before of the One King’s 
throne, an indescriba-
ble rejoicing erupted in 
the streets of the capital. 

The second prophet of 
the Devout had fallen 
and the imperial border 
was also pacified in the 
south. 

Negral was locked in a 
time prison by the Chronomancers thro-
ugh a complicated ritual to let him pay for 
his misdeeds until the end of eternity in ter-
rible loneliness. A cruel fate that reminded 
all the enemies of the One King that it was 
better not to have the saint as an enemy. 

The Flush of Victory 

The victories of the Firstborn not only tro-
ubled the remaining Devout, but also the 
other nations around the Inner Sea. Tylic, 

now the most powerful com-
mander in the One King’s 
army, returned to the north to over-
see the colonization of the occupied ter-
ritories. For ten years there was a fragile 
peace until Tylic sent messengers to the 
Berserker tribes, who officially ordered 
the chieftains to submit to the reign of 
the One King. 

As expected, the savages decided to pre-
serve their freedom and sent the arrogant 
heralds back to Tylic who had already pre-

pared his soldiers for another campaign. 

Without hesitation he led his army of kni-
ghts into the mountains to forcefully sub-
jugate the Berserker tribes living there. An 
act that made the gap between the First-
born and their primitive relatives finally in-
surmountable. 
A war in rugged valleys and on snow-cove-
red mesas which lasted almost sixyears and 
ended with the destruction of several wild 
tribes, followed Tylics 



attack. Certainly, the First-
born had to pay a terrible 

death toll, even though they 
managed to gain control over 

the Zackwall Mountains and the 
passes to South Pandaros in the end. 

However, the hunger for land that urged 
the One King was still not satisfied. After 
he had conquered the Zackwall Moun-
tains he sent his knights eastward to the 
woodlands of Kneeth where they attac-
ked the Sons of Kronos again, ravaging 
their villages. For months, the locals were 
hardly 

able to defend themselves, while more and 
more Firstborn troops from the south ap-
peared. 

On the Hohenseelbachkopf in the heart 
of the woods it came to a decisive battle, 
which became a carnage in the end, both 
sides should remember for a 
long time. 

No faction had finally been 
victorious in this fight, which 
did not change the fact that the 
Sons of Kronos succumbed to 
the much better organized Fir-
stborn in the following months. 
Thus, entire tribes fled east to 
the black plains to escape a fate 
as humiliated vassals or even 
lawless slaves. 

Bitterly burned the hatred in the proud 
Sons of Kronos who had finally turned 
away from their relatives swearing eternal 
revenge. But the One King had accepted 
that from the beginning. 

At an early stage he had an-
nounced to his generals that 
unpredictable barbarian tribes could 
no longer be tolerated at the borders of 
the empire. 

The victorious knights were accompanied 
by soldier peasants who built farms and 
villages overnight. Where free Berserker 
tribes had once lived, stone houses and 
mighty castles should stand in the future. 
The sacred groves of the savages were burnt 
down by the Firstborn, so that they could 
built cathedrals for the One King instead. 

He, the eternal ruler of Chronopia, wanted 
to conquer the whole world, worried the 
other races. And while the Berserker tribes 
marched east to seek new homes, the One 
King was already giving new orders to his 
commanders so that his war of conquest 
could continue. 

Aleha’s Breed must burn! 

Meanwhile, the entire population of the 
Firstborn empire was inspired by the tho-
ughts of coming wars. Whole generations 



were trained as soldiers and 
knights, because the armies 

of the eternal ruler needed a con-
stant supply of new warriors. Neither the 
Dwarves, nor the Ores, nor the Elves, 
not even the Stygians, dared to challenge 
the Firstborn at that time. But this was 
not necessary - the knights of the One 
King were for their part eager to carry 
the war out into the world. 

Tylic, whom the countless campaigns had 
turned into a scarred man with gray hair, 
led a knight army of enormous size over the 
Zackwall Mountains in the year 457 and 
marched directly to the fortress of Aleha, 
the third dark prophet. But this time the 
Devout were better prepared for the attack 
of their old enemies. Aleha encountered 
them at the top of a fearsome horde and it 
came to battle not far from the shore. 

For two days, the blood flowed on both si-
des in torrents, but the Devout finally failed 
to stop the Firstborn. Although General Ty-
lic fell victim to the deadly blows of a Soul 
Flayer on the second day, his son Irmynar 
took the army banner from the hands of his 
fallen father and led the knight army to vic-
tory. 

Ultimately, Aleha fled from the battlefield 
with the rest of her followers. But she did 
not hide in the depths of her nearby for-
tress, which the Firstbom razed shortly the-
reafter, but fled further north into the inho-
spitable vastness of Pandaros, where she dis
appeared from the sight of her pursuers. 

Once again the knights of the One King 
had won and even destroyed the third for-
tress of the Devout. 

When the news of this 
triumph were announced in the streets 
of Chronopia, the people cheered more 
loudly than ever before. Everywhere the 
minions of darkness had yet fallen under 
the swords of the knights. No nation in 
the known world could resist the First-
born. Aleha, the wicked priestess of hell, 
had been defeated as well. 

But what not even the One King knew, tho-
ugh he could foresee so many faces of the 
future, was the fact, that Aleha was pre-
gnant. From the day she had heard of the 
approaching enemies, she had let some-
thing enter her body that aspired to live, to 
grow and to become more powerful than 
the mler of Chronopia himself. 

What We See is Ours! 

The decades after the destruction of  the 
third fortress of the Devout were charac-
terized by an almost feverish buildup and 
colonization zeal. More and more settlers 
came to the conquered lands to found new 
cities and to consolidate the empire of the 
Firstborn from inside. Not far from the ru-
ins of Alehas razed castle, the One King had 
found the town Thylia to honor his heroic 
general. 

The border regions near the Sons of Kro-
nos, who were now facing their blood rela-
tives with hatred and disgust, were secured 
by huge stone walls and fortified camps. 

Finally, the One King ordered his comman-
ders to invade the land of Toleria in the 
south of Pandaros. This was followed by a 
campaign against several human tribes and 



the Dwarven clan of Mekrag, 
which lasted almost twenty 

years. When the war was over, 
Toleria‘s nations had been bro-

ught to 
their knees, while the Dwarves of Mekrag 
had become lieges of Chronopia. Under 
the cheers of his knights, General Irmy-
nar raised the royal banner in the heart of 
the land Basque, marking the provisional 
end of the long war of conquest. 

The small kingdom around the city of 
Chronopia had finally become an empi-
re that could rival in size with that of the 

Blackblood Ores. Triumphantly Irmynar 
returned to the capital with his army whe-
re the people revered him in the streets. 
The Firstborn had risen from the ashes and 
were now ruling over an empire that made 
all neighboring races around the Inner Sea 
tremble with fear. But not only that, the vi-
cious Devout had finally been defeated and 
their fortresses had been razed. 

The golden age of the Firstborn had begun. 
Long ago, the One King had seen it shine 
in the future, and thanks to his wise leader-
ship, it had come true. 

„Once upon a time, the whole world will be 
ours!“, proclaimed the priests in Chrono-
pia‘s cathedrals to the exuberantly cheering 
people and the victorious knights who had 
come back from afar. 

And even the One King, who could look 
far into the labyrinth of time, saw only the 
splendor of his invincible empire, which 
would guide the destinies of whole nations 
for centuries. At last he had fulfilled his 
holy mission, said the eternal ruler to his 

Chronomancers. 

There was no more doubt for the First-
born that the future would only belong to 
them...

The Ebyron Treaty 

In the year 518 the Firstborn and the le-
aders of the Elven Houses signed the Eby-
ron Treaty which fixed the river Ebyron 
in southwest Pandaros as the boundary be-
tween the two powers. Under the terms of 
the treaty, the Firstborn would not expand 
west of the Ebyron, as long as the Elven Ho-
uses likewise did not expand to the east of 
the river. 

Overshadowed by an atmosphere of gro-
wing misstrust, envy and hostility, the One 
King and the Elven leaders tried to find 
a peaceful solution by determining their 
spheres of influence. The Elven hoped that 
their colonies on the west coast of Panada-
ros would 
be protected from the expansionism of 
the Firstborn while the humans tried to se-
cure the western frontier of their empire. 

Nonetheless, the treaty seems to be not 
much more than pergament and ink becau-
se the tensions between the Elven Houses 
and the Firstborn haven’t vanished since 
the signing. 

To the contrary - the Elven animosities to-
wards the humans have never been bigger. 
The Firstborn on the other side have for 
their part never forgotten what the Elven 
race has done to their ancestors centuries 
ago. The Ebyron Treaty is still valid and has 
not yet been broken, but peace stands on a 



knife edge... 

The Wrath of the Fallen 

The many victories of the Firstborn had 
brought death to countless Devout, as 
well as to two of the four dark prophets. 
Hidden in his fortress, Lokoth remained 
in the lava desert beyond the devastated 
Blackblood Empire among his last loyal 

followers. But he was too weak to start a 
new campaign against the surrounding re-
alms. By now, the empire of the Firstborn 
had become so powerful that Lokoth feared 
the One King could one day ally with the 
Blackbloods and bring death to him too. 

Aleha, the corrupted prophetess, had disap-
peared in the wastelands beyond the Mi-
dland Mountains of Pandaros. For years she 
had traveled with a small group of faithful 
servants through the inhospitable north to 
find a new home. Meanwhile, a fruit had 
sprung from her body that was hungering 
for life: Daimor, a little boy with curly black 
hair, watchful eyes and a keen mind. 

On her journey through the lands in the 
north of the mountain range, Aleha had 
encountered a lot of foreign tribes. Ogres 
from the hills, human nomads, Dwarven 
forest dwellers and predatory Ore tribes. 
Where Aleha had appeared, she had quic-
kly brought the strangers on her side with 
melodious words and her dark aura, what 
had opened a lot of gates for her and her 
followers. But even more than Aleha, her 
son Daimor had an irresistible attraction 
on every creature in his vicinity. The child, 
who seemed not to grow older as time went 
on, won the hearts of all the living things 
that surrounded him. Soon there was har-

dly a tribe beyond the Mi-
dland Mountains that could 
escape Daimor 4 s influence. 

Voluntarily, thousands of people, hu-
mans, Dwarfs and even Ores gathered 
around Aleha and her miraculous of-
fspring to help them building a dark city 
which was named Samsyra by the dark 
prophetess. 

Far away from the Firstborn’s attention, a 
dark, black stone stronghold began to grow. 

With every passing year, the bulwark be-
came larger; to the delight of Aleha and her 
eternally young son, whom many tribes 
now worshiped as a living god. 

Finally, the Devout began to build a pyra-
mid to dignify the holy child. The temple 
was supposed to be that huge 
that it would reach the clouds  ne day. More 
and more workers flocked together in the 
steppes to help building the unholy city 
and the dark pyramid. Meanwhile, Aleha 
travelled with Daimor through the lands of 
northern Pandaros to preach to the tribes. 

Daimor was revered everywhere as a savior 
and thousands fell on their knees 
in ecstasy, swaering to serve him until the 
end of their lives. The future of the world 
would belong to Daimor, the holy child, 
proclaimed Aleha as whole tribes joined 
her alliance. Blinded by her words and 
hopelessly under the spell of Daimor, the 
number of the Devout grew enormously 
within a few years. With the construction 
of Samsyra in the heart of the Pandaros wa-
steland, the foundation for their coming 
resurrection had been laid. Even though 



the servants of darkness had 
lost two of their old strong-

holds, they now had Daimor, 
who was able to use thousands 

of men as willless puppets.  

The Devout would return, preached Ale-
ha. Mightier and more terrible than ever 
before to bring the final doom to the Fir-
stborn and all the other races. One day, 
Samsyra would be an impregnable me-
tropolis of darkness that would pollute 
the entire world. Then, with Daimor in 
her arms and alongside with Lokoth, Ale-
ha wanted to start her revenge war and 

drown the creation in blood. 

Let the One King enjoy his newly found 
empire for a while, she said. In the end he 
would only suffer more when everything 
went up in flames again. 

The Battle of Bear Creek 

After it was rumored for decades that 
Aleha was building a new fortress beyond 
the Midland Mountains, the One King 
decided to send his knights northwards to 
wipe out the rest of her followers. 

After the Firstborn army had crossed the 
mountian chain it marched for weeks 
through the wasteland searching for the 
dark prophetess. Finally the soldiers came 
to a giant building site where the silhouet-
tes of several half-finished towers and a 
huge pyramid rose into the sky. This was 
Samsyra, the new bom city of the Devo-
ut, that Aleha wanted to make to the dark 
capital of a mined world in the future. 
Thousands of barbarians, humans, Dwarfs, 
Ogres and Ores, encircled the much smal-

ler knight army, while Aleha 
and her son Daimor arrived 
from the north with her personal gu-
ard units of loyal swordsmen. 

Panicking the Firstborn tried to pull 
back but it was already too late. The 
Devout came over them like a desert 
storm, holding them in a merciless stran-
glehold that couldn’t be broken anymore. 
Aleha’s servants attacked the Firstborn 
from’ all sides under the lovely child’s lau-
gh of Daimor. A slaughter followed and 
not a single 
knight returned back home from the wa-
steland beyond the mountains. The Battle 
of Bear Creek in 521 became a deep scar 
for the One King’s empire that could har-
dly be healed... 



RULES
ROLLING DICE 

In the text, a twenty-sided die is referred to as a d20. 
Whether a high or low score is desired will be deta-
iled in the relevant section. However, if both player’s 
modified scores are equal they should simply roll aga-
in. Where it states that a player needs to roll under a 
certain number for example: roll under a model’s Le-
adership - this means equal to or less than the number 
inquestion. 

When a player rolls a natural 1 (before any modifications 
are applied) this is called a „perfect success” and usual-
ly results in something special happening in the player’s 
favor. When a player rolls a natural 20, this is called a 
’’fumble” and usually results in something adverse happe-
ning to the model involved. 

EXAMPLE

PERFECT If a 1 is rolled when making an Armor roll you 
automatically save against all remaining damage 
being dealt. 

FUMBLE If a 20 is rolled when making an Armor roll, 
you automatically take all remaining Wounds the weapon 
can deal. 

The exact effects of any particular PERFECT or FUMBLE 
roll are dealt with in the section of rules concerning the 
activity in question. If no special effects are listed for a 
certain type of roll, then none apply.

CHOOSE YOUR ARMIES 

POINT COSTS 

Every model in Chronopia has a value known as its Point 
Cost. These points are an indication of the relative strength 
of a Unit. Thus a model which „Costs” 80 points is deemed 
to be more powerful than one of 20 points. No point-ba-
sed system is perfectly accurate, but generally speaking, a 
Unit’s Point Cost is a reasonable guide to its strength.

ARMY LISTS 

To ensure that a game begins in a fair and balanced way
the players decide upon the size of the armies to be used.
By starting the game with armies of equal Point Cost the 
players ensure that, while their armies will be very diffe-
rent, they will still be of a similar overall strength. Let’s say 
that the players agree to fight with armies of 1000 Points. 
They can then choose the makeup of their army to their 

own preference, so long as they follow the rules laid 
down for Units and purchasing Warbands.

Once you have decided on the size of the battle, you 
can select your army from the appropriate Army List. 
As a guide, an army of 1000 points should make for a 
hort battle, while one of 2000 points would obviously 
take longer, though even this should take no more than 
a few hours.

MODEL TYPES

In Chronopia New Age there are 5 types of models:

Infantry (Models on foot)
Cavalry (Stygian Great Warriors, Firstobrn Cavalry)
Monster (Ophidian, Sister of Tiamat or Totem)
Warmachine (Chariot, Catapult, Bolt Thrower, Flame 
Thrower )
Swarm (snakes, bats)

CHARACTERISTICS

Every model in Chronopia has a character profile. This 
describes everything you need to know about the way that 
model performs on the battlefield. The profiles for each 
model can be found in the Army Lists section at the back 
of this book. 

The profile begins with the name for the particular type 
of model or „Troop”. Followed by a line of abbreviations 
known as its ”stat line” These cover all the standard cha-
racteristics of the model. Each model has ten characteri-
stics. 

The characteristics are:

Move (M) This dictates how many inches the model can 
move using basic move.

Close Combat  (CC) This tells you how good the model 
is in hand-to-hand combat, either using its natural we-
apons, such as claws; or melee weapons, such as a sword 
or a mace. 

Range Skill (RS) This tells you how good  the model is with 
ranged weapons, such as bows and thrown weapons, like 
throwing daggers and spears. 
(Note; just because a Troop has a value for this stat doesn’t 
mean it is counted as a „missile weapon troop” for the 
purpose of choosing your army as described in the Units 
section. This will be stated in the Special Rules section of 
the profile). 



Dexterity (Dex) This value measures 
hand-eye coordination, reflexes, and 

balance. 

Agility (Ag) This value takes account of 
your opponents skill in Close Combat if oppo-

nent attacks your front facing side. Regardless of your 
model’s CC ability it would be harder for him to get 
past the defenses of a Repulsar Knight than a Goblin 
Spearman.

Will Power (WP) This tells you how good  the model is 
with casting or resisting psychic powers

Leadership (LD) This characteristic indicates how well 
trained and disciplined the model is and how effecti-
vely it can control other models in its Warband.

Strenght (S) This determines how strong your model is. 
Models with high strength will inflict extra damage with 
Close Combat and certain missile weapons. 

Wounds (W) This score tells you how tough the  model is 
and how many „hits” it can take before dying. Most mo-
dels possess only one Wound, but powerful  monsters and 
some Individuals may possess more.

Armour (A) This indicates how well protected the model 
is against damage. In the case of some creatures, it may 
represent a thick hide or innate toughness. 

ARMOUR TYPE

Each armour has a type that will give more (or less) pro-
tection against certain weapons.
None – each weapon will deal extra 1 damage
Leather – gives extra protection against Crushing type we-
apons. All crushing type weapon will deal 1 less damage
Chainmail – gives extra protection against Cut type we-
apons, All cut type weapon will deal 1 less damage
Plated - gives extra protection against Polearm type we-
apons. All polearm type weapon will deal 1 less damage.

CONTROL ZONE AND MODEL FACING

Each model has two facings. Front and back. Draw an ima-
ginary line through middle of model base. We encourage 
people to mark half base for less confusion ia a game later 
on. Model sees in front facing. Ag of a model works in 
front facing and Control Zone works only in front facing 
of a model.

Each miniature got control zone which depends on base 
size and modifier ‚to hit’
25 mm – 0” -1 to hit (They do not block Line of sight)
30mm – 1” No modifiers to hit
40mm – 1 ½ “  +1 to hit
50mm – 2 “ +2 to hit
60 mm – 2” +2 to hit
80 mm – 2” +3 to hit 
100 mm – 2”  +4 to hit

If in a movement you’ll reach control zone of enemy mo-
del – you have to stop or engage. Engage is not a charge!!
Charge modifier is counted when model traveled mini-
mum models Movement Value straight in inches. If model 
is in fight – control zone is negated.

ARMOURY

WEAPON PROFILE
Like models, weapons also have a profile. The profile lists 
the name of the weapon, the type (Cut, Crushing etc.) and 
the stats that describe the characteristics of the weapon. 
Weapons usually have five stats attached to them:

Name: Describes the name of the weapon like: Two-han-
ded Sword.



Range: The effective distance of the 
weapon, measured in inches.

RoA (Rate of Attacks) -The amount of a Skill tests that 
can be made during a Shooting or Close Combat At-
tack.

Critic: (x-y) if you roll number between x and y you 
gets an critical hit, which cause autowound. No heal or 
other save rolls available (except Ward Save).

Strenght: This characteristic describes the 
amount of damage a weapon can inflict. The higher 

the score, the greater the chance of penetrating an oppo-
nent’s armor and inflicting a Wound. Some weapons
have a St modifier, for example 10(x3). These are
weapons with the potential to inflict greater damage than 
normal.

Type: There are 6  basic types of weapons. 3 Close Combat 
and 3 Shooting ones.
Cut weapon - Less effective against Chainmail type of Ar-
mour.
Crushing weapon - less effective against Leather type of 
Armour
Polearm weapon - less effective against Plated type of Ar-
mour.
Throwing weapon - weapon you can used either in Close 
Combat or as a shooting weapon
Shooting weapon - weapon which can do a distance at-
tacks.
Template weapon - weapon where you use a special tem-
plate like: teardrop (flamethrower) or LT (Large template 
for Catapult)
 

SHIELDS AND BUCKLERS

Buckler - if you roll on half of your CC (round down) your 
enemy gets -8 to HIT modifier (to minimum 0) You can 
use buckler only to one enemy per turn in your Front Fa-
cing.

Spiked Buckler -  if you roll on half of your CC (round 
down) your enemy gets -8 to HIT modifier (to minimum 
0) and your weapon gets +1 St. You can use spiked buckler 
only to one enemy per turn in your Front Facing.

Shield -  if you roll on half of your CC (round down) your 
enemy gets -8 to HIT (to minimum 0) you can use shield 
only to one enemy per turn in your Front Facing. Additio-
nally all Dam are reduced by 1 (every time you get hit)

TURN
Every turn is divided into 6 phases.
1. Initiative
2. Cards
3. Movement
4. Magic
5. Shooting
6. Close Combat

In each player with initiative activate a squad / model 
then other player and so on till everyone will do what 
he can.

Example: Phase – Cards. 1st player with Initiative play card: Day. 
Than second player plays card: Night, than 1st playing instant card: 
Nothing happened – negating Night card and so on, and so on. And 
then they go to the next phase.

Magic phase is similar to Cards phase. 1st player with 
initiative can cast spell with one of his wizards (If he got 
any) then other player, and so on and so on.

Each phase you can choose to PASS. You do not have to 
move / shoot or cast spells if you don’t want to, but you 
have to fight in close combat.

INITIATIVE

Initiative is used to decide who gets to „activate” 
first. Both players roll 1D20 and add the single hi-
ghest Leadership stat (LD) from among their survi-
ving models. Panicked models are not included, so a 
player whose models are all panicked does not add a 
Leadership stat to the D20 roll. The person with the 
higher score wins the initiative and goes first.

CARDS

There are 3 types of Weather cards. 
1) Seasons cards. 3 for each season. The player with initia-
tive may play season card. If there is already a season card 
on the battefield you may play only the same season or 
next one (for example: spring may change to summer. 
Never summer change to winter – unless some (monty 
python spell) )
2) Day and night Cards. - The player without the initiative 
may change day to night or vice versa. This can be chan-
ged only once per turn (if player without initiative didn’t 
change, the player with initiative may change)
3) Restriction Cards – This cards can be play stockwise. 
Only that top one is counting to this turn. Players can play 
them for a change. Once palyer with Initiative and then 
player witout Initiative. This cards are called: restricion 



cards because some of them you may 
only play in some seasons or night/day 
time.

There should be up to 3 
different stocks, wich last till 

the next turn, when players 
may change them with their cards. 
SEASON STOCK, DAY/NIGHT 
STOCK, RESTRICTION STOCK.

MAGIC

Spells can be cast only by wizards (Model who have Wi-
zardy skill). All the sorcerers for the game purpose we 
will be called Wizards. It can be a Firstborn Chrono-
mancer or Devout Necromancer. 

*Wizard cannot cast more then once each spell per turn.
*Wizard cannot try to cast another spell if previous one was 
unsuccesfully cast.
*Wizard can not cast more spells per turn then his level of 
wizardy (you do not count instant spells – but still cannot 
cast them more then once each)

There are three types of spells.
1st – Instant Spells –. Instant spells can be casted anytime. 
They do not count towards limit of spells cast per turn. 
You can cast Instant spell even if previous spell was unsuc-
cesful. Still you can not cast more than once each instant 
spell per turn. 
2nd – Normal Spells – You can not cast normal spell if 
wizard has used advanced move this turn.
3rd – Rituals – Wizard can cast a ritual spell only if  he / 
she did not move this turn. After cast a ritual spell – caster 
CC/RS is halfed (rounded down)

Casting Spells

Each spell got Magic Level. When you want to cast it – you 
have to deduct this level from your WP, and then throw 
D20 equal or less than the score you have for spell to work. 

Resisting Spells

Some of a spell can be resisted (Characteristic that need to 
be tested shown on a spell card). Simply deduct spell level 
from your own WP and make a test. If a spell doing phy-
sical damage you need to make an armour save instead or 
other test that spell specified.

SHOOTING

Model equipped with range weapon or war machi-
ne can make an shooting attack to the model in LOS 
(unless states otherwise) and range of the weapon.

Model can not make a range attack if Advanced Move 
was done this turn.

Squad equipped with the same type of shooting we-
apon can make an extra type of attack. 
Description in armory. For example: Bows – can make 
Hail of Arrows.

When you are making a shooting attack Total Damage is 
equal of Strenght of your Weapon.
You do not add your own Strenght.

SHOOTING INTO CLOSE COMBAT

Unless you got skill: Nerves of steel, and want to shoot 
into combat you need to test your LD (only if in combat 
there is friendly model). Count modifiers normally, add 
the biggest base size modifier.
If you hit the fight roll D20. Caount bases of your models 
and opponent. 
1-10 You hit opponent model
11-20 You hit one of yours 
Add difference of bases to your score. (For example you 
have 3 Axeman attacking 1 Stygia Great Warrior – even 
that great warrior is bigger his base caount as 1. So the 
difference is 2. Add 2 to your score.) (Another example: 
opponent have 3 Stygia Warriors attacking your Lotus 
Eater. So the difference in bases is -2, So you deducting 2 
from your score)

When you know which side you hit, now is the time to 
determined the model. It is easy if on one side is only one 
model, but if there is more:
When you hit one of your models – opponent pick up 
which one.
when you hit one of opponent models – you can pick up 
which one.

DEVIATION
If you need to make a roll for de-
viation, Roll D20. Score devide by 
2 = distance in inches that hit po-
int travel. (Score 3 = 1.5” distance, 
Score 12 = 6” Distance, Score 17 = 
8,5” distance) Upper Angle shows 
direction of travel (see diagram)



COVER AND OTHER SHOOTING MODIFIERS

When model claiming a cover (base of the model 
touch footprint of a cover) is harderd to hit him.
If opponent is climing a cover you have -4 to RS. 
If model is in forest you can shoot to him IF is not 
longer than 3” from the footprint edge. He cannot 
shoot from forest as well if the distance is more than 
3”. 
For each obstacle in a shooting line you have addition 
-2 to RS.

MOVEMENT

Model cannot move through each others. To be able to 
move your model you have to have a clear footpath be-
tween others. Your models can ignore Control Zone of 
your other fellas. 

In that phase you can make a Basic Move or Advanced 
Movement. Advanced movement can only be taken if that 
squad / model hasn’t done anything in previous phases. 
For example: Wizard which cast spell can only make an 
basic move, or an archer that in the shooting phase made 
his shoot. 

Basic Moves

Move – move the miniature up to X” - where X is his M 
value. Applying all the modificators for movement of dif-
ficult terrain.

Jump – You can jump through the gaps for maximum of 
M value. You have to do a Dex test – modificators: For a 
type of armour: none – none, leather -1, chainmail -2, pla-
ted -3, for buckler or shield extra -1. If unsuccesfull you 
fell off. 

Fell off – You can fell off the height if you wish to. Make 
a Dex test if heigth is more than your base size plus one 
inch; if failed your model will recive damage equal to he-
ight travelled this way times 2. Make an armour save.

Climb – Model can climb up to M x ½, then have to make 
a Dex test. If failed fell off.

Swim – Model can swim up to M x ½ . Make a Dex test 
+- modifiers like jumping. If failed got damage 10. 

Fly – model can make a fly movement only if got a special 
ability to fly. M x 3

Advanced Movement

Run – make a movement up to M x 
2.

Charge – make a movent up to M x 2 
which have to end into enemy control zone or 
B2B. You reciving modifiers in CC phase +X Damage 
if you traveled minimum M value in straight line, if 
so put charge token. You have to have LOS to your 
target.

Cavalry charge - make a movent up to M x 2 which 
have to end into enemy control zone. You reciving 
modifiers in CC phase +X Damage + first strike if you 
traveled minimum M value in straight line, if so put 
charge token. You have to have LOS to your target.

Flying Charge -  model can make a flying charge mo-
vement only if got a special ability to fly. M x 3 + First 
Strike + normal charge modifiers (+X Damage) if you 
traveled minimum M value in straight line, if so put 
charge token. You have to have LOS to your target.

Where X depends on a base size of charging model.

Special movement – discribe in model card.

Command 

All squads have their command distance 6” measure 
from squad leader (or model acting as a leader). Model 
that start outside of the command distance have to do 
nothing till movemnt phase and then make a move to be 
back in command distance (can be move or run) UN-
LESS model in engage and fighiting.

Having Squad leader increase this distance by 1”
Having Banner increase this distance by 1”

CLOSE COMBAT

The world of Chronopia is a brutal place. Models in close 
combat fighting in the same time. It means: even if my 
model will kill yours, you can still give back the hit. Un-
less it have a first strike. Beware of first srtikers.
Fighting model is considered when got CC weapon in 
range to enemy base. If only one player have range to 
hit, other may make FREE CLOSING (Move his base so, 
he can be in his range of attack but he cannot go outsi-
de enemy Control Zone) with modifier -8 to CC in this 
round of combat. If there is no space to put his base in 
range – simply he can not attack.
Each other model that fighting with you gives you extra 
+1 to CC (to maximum of +3)
To hit: Roll D20. If score is equal or less than your mo-



dified CC (by base size, extra fighting 
model(s) and enemy Agility) than you 
hit the target.

Charge Bonuses: Charge bonuses apply 
when you engage an enemy moving 

minimum your movement value in inches 
in straight line in the same phase you engage. 

Put a charge token next to the miniature. For Charge 
you get :
+1 to Dam to your first RoA for 25mm base.
+2 to Dam to your first RoA for 30 mm base.
+3 to Dam to your first RoA for 40 mm base
+4 to Dam to your first RoA for 50 mm base
+5 to Dam to your first RoA  for any bigger base then 
50 mm

RUN AWAY FROM CLOSE COMBAT

You cannot run away from close combat if one of the 
enemy models has Charge Token
If you run away from CC you have to make a move out-
side Control zone of all of your enemies moving bac-
kwords from them. Then they will get a free slash.
Free Slash – When someone run away from Close Com-
bat you may attack him normaly like it would be your 
CC phase. If he survive then he can run like a coward.
If you run away from Close Combat and you are in Con-
trol zone of few models, each of them can do Free Slash.
If you are using Fly Skill to run away from combat, maxi-
mum range you can go is Mx2 (not x3 as usual) and you 
get a 1 RoA free slash from every enemy that has your 
model in attack range. If model has few types of attack 
(ex. Dragonbane rider) – every attack get 1 RoA.

CC Weapon Characteristic
Type: Cut, Crushing, Polearm, Poison, Firebased attack, 
Frostbase attack, Psychic Attack (+ Two handed)
Range: CC / 1” / 1 ½ “ / 2” 
Critic: (x-y) if you roll number between x and y you gets 
an critical hit.
Rate of Attack (RoA)– how many attacks can be made in 
CC phase.
Critical Damage X – X is a number of wounds you will 
receive after failed armour test.
Weapon skills: for exapmle: Knock back or Firebased 
Attack

Critic hit – Cause autowound. No heal or other save rolls 
available (except Ward Save).
Critical damage – cause multiply wounds
For example: You attacking with Weapon Crit 1-3 and 
Critical Dam 3. Roll 3 so you causing autowound and 
critical damage 3. So target receive automaticlly 3 wo-
unds.

DAMAGE

When you hit your opponent you need to calculate 
Damage. Check Strenght of a weapon add Strengh of 
attacking model. Add or substract damage from armo-
ur of opponent. Total score is your damage, we call it 
Total Attack Damage.

ARMOUR TEST

Each time model receive a Total Attack Damage he 
need to do an armour test. Simply substract Total 
Attack Damage from your Armour. Score gives you a 
total you need to roll on D20 or less to save or receive 
a wound.

MORALE

PANIC
When you’re squad gonna lose 50% or more (round down) 
then originally started a game you need to make an Panic 
test. You cannot make more then one Panic test per turn. 
Roll for highest LD in squad (you can use Warlords LD if 
in 8”)
If succes – nothing happen, but when you lose another 
model (next turn) you have to make a test again.
If fail – All models are turning around from the source 
that cause Panic and making movemnt for maximum MV 
(all terrain modifiers apply)

BREAK
When you activate a squad that is already in Panic – you 
need to make a break test.
Roll for a highest LD value in the squad (or Warlord if is 
in range)
Remember if squad is in Fear – for that test LD is divided 
by 2 (round down)
If succes – all models are rally. Turn them again (but can-
not make advanced move or shoot this turn)
If fail – remove whole squad (and attached models) from 
the game. (Points counting towards victory)



SPECIAL SKILLS

Archery Master – Model can make a shooting 
attack even after Advanced Move taken earlier this 
turn.
Autumn Warrior - All models with this skill in spring 
time gets A-1
Berserk – You receive Charge bonus when engage.
Burning – At the end of Close Combat phase any 
model in base contact with this model receive 12 
Firebased Attack
Came out of nowhere: On turn 1 put a marker 
anywhere on the battlefield. At the end if turn roll 

D20. If score is equal or lower then Dex – put a squad 
leader on the token and the rest of his squad in control 
zone. They cannot do anything in this turn but can act as 
normal in next turn. If the roll is higher then Dex roll for 
deviation. If roll is natural 20 the unit is lost.
Cold Blooded – All models with this skill in winter time 
gets A-1
Coordinated Shooting Attack – Models from your 
squad do not block LOS for shooting attacks
Demon Slayer – If model with this skill is attacking 
Deamon he gets +4 to DAM and if he inflict a wound – 
deamon need to do unstable test.
Eagle Eye – You can choose a target when using range 
weapon (do not have to be the closest model)
Fear / Terror – When you engaging / charging model 
cousing Fear you need to do a LD test minus Fear level. 
If its faild – put a fear token next to squad and their RoA 
decreases to 1. If they had 1 their CC is halved. If the test 
was failed you can make it again in next turn.
Fight Master: In one Close Combat Phase model can 
attack from both or more of his weapons. Make each 
attack separatlely.
Firebase attack – after receiving wound you have to 
test Armour till you succsesful save it. If test was a failure 
you have to test it again (and again) till you succes your 
Armour roll or die. In addition  give +4 dam to Ice War-
riors models.
First Strike – In Close Combat you can make a first 
strike. If you will kill your enemy, he cannot strike back.
Flammable – if model is hit by Firebased attack, this 
attack gets +6 Dam.
Fly – Model with that special ability can make a Fly 
movement. Ignoring any modificators for terrain. Can 
move throught imposibble terrain but cannot end his 
movement onto it.
Forest Warrior – Model can shoot throught forest like 
it was an open terrain. He can shoot even from further 
than 3” (Still you cannot shoot him back)
Free Slash – When someone run away from Close Com-
bat you may attack him normaly like it would be your 
fight phase. If he survive then he can run like a coward.

Frost Fragile -  if model is hit by 
Frostbased attack and fail its saves – 
it looses all wounds and it’s removed 
from play
Frostbase attack – after receiving a 
damage make an Dex test or put Frozen 
token to miniature (cannot do anything till 
the end of next turn. Model is treated like building 
in Close Combat – can do nothing and all strikes are 
automaticly hits. Model do not have control zone). In 
addition  give +4 dam to Cold Blooded models.
Hail of Arrows – Unit that have this skill can make 
a hail of arrows when the enemy unit is between short 
and long range of their weapon. All models from unit 
counts as they shoot. Put a Hail of Arrows template 
(center on the target leader squad) Everybody under 
the template receive one autohit. You can make hail 
of arrows only when you have squad members higher 
then minimal that they can start the game. You can use 
hail of Arrow skill even if you don’t see enemy but some-
one from your army see them and see this unit.
Hate (x) – If you are fighting X in CC, you can reroll 
misses to hits attacks
He did came out: If on the roll for skill: Came out of 
nowhere or They are faster then expected you roll natural 
20, you do not lose a unit. Roll normal for deviation.
Heal (x) – after wound has been taken, throw a D20. If 
the score will be x or less – you positive healed the wo-
und and nothing happened.
Healer (x) – gives any frienldy model heal special skill 
with (x) “
Ice Warrior – All models with this skill in summer time 
gets A-1
Immune (x) – the model is totally imune to (x) [type of 
attack]. For example: Immune to Firebased attack or Im-
mune to arrows, Immune to cut weapons or Immune to 
Panic. If model has for example Immune to Magic (X) – 
then when he is targeted by magic (attack or spell) need 
to make a test: on a roll from 1 to X his immune works.
Killing Strike and Killing Strike (x) – If model 
succesfull deal a wound to enemy, he kills it no matter of 
how many wounds it have. Sometimes there is specifical-
ly says for what type of creaters this killing strike works. 
For example: Killing Strike Goblins.
Knock Back (x) – If target survive the attack need to do 
Dex test if failed move it backwords x” and lie down the 
model. Recovery from liying down takes a basic move-
ment. After recovery (put model back up) still can do a 
basic move – but counts as Advanced Move. 
Leaderless – You can buy a Treasury to a squad as it 
would have a leader.
Leap (x) – Model that have this skill can leap over 
obstacles or models. He can use this skill as a part of 
the movement. X means inches that model can travel 



vertically and  half of it horizontaly  
without any test (or horizontaly and ½ 
verticaly) . Leap can never exceed the 

movement of the model. 
Line Breaker – When you defet your 

last enemy in close combat you may take 
an extra move of 4” towards nearest enemy.

Live Wall – Squad with this skill can be deployed and 
act 1” one model from another (even in line). Do not 
have to be in coherency from the leader. But if there 
will be a gap it need to be filled. 
Marksman – You can shoot three times from your 
range weapon in one shooting phase (to 3 different 
target that they are not futher then 5” from each other)
Martial arts master: Model can use his AG in 360 
degree.
Master Pikeman: Model equiped with pike can use 
this skill. (Put appropriate token by model after move) 

When other model engage with charge bonus (up to 
50mm base) will lose their charge bonus. 
Nerves of steel – you can shoot into close combat 
without making test of who you hit.
Pikes up: Model equiped with pike and who didn’t 
make advanced move can use this skill. When other 
model engage with charge bonus (up to 50mm base) 
will lose their charge bonus.  (Put appropriate token by 
model after move)
Poison Attack -  Attack made by model with poison 
attack force opponent to reroll any armour save.
Psychic Attack – Instead of Armour you need to make a 
WP test. WP – St of the weapon. You do not add St of the 
model. 
Rainforest Warrior - All models with this skill in fall 
time gets A-1
Ram – Ram attack has: First Strike. Damage = (St) + x. 
Where x is equal traveled inches in straight line. If Target 
survived need to do Dex test or automaticly Knock Back 
(2).
Ranger – Through light terrain moves like open ground. 
Through Heavy terrain moves like through light terrain.
Ranger Master – This model have skill: Ranger and if 
is acting with squad of the same name gives that skill: 
Ranger to them.
Regeneration (x) – At the start of movement phase roll 
a die for each model in squad. If you roll x or less model 
recover one wound. 
Runic weapon (X) – Wepon can have X runes written 
on. They give bonuses.
Scout – Model with this skill finds a better place for a 
battle therefore you may use this skill to put extra hill 
in your deployment zone before you put any miniatures 
AND after Card Phase in first round you may exchange 
one card in play with the card in your hand (restriction 

do not apply). If both players have Sco-
uts – the player without Initiative may 
use it skill first. You can use only one scout skill 
per game. Model that used it is treated activated in first 
turn and can do nothing till the end of turn.
Shield Wall – Squad can form a shield wall in mo-
vement phase. All models need to be B2B in straight 
line. All shooting attacks from Front Facing gets -8 
Dam. Squad cannot make an advanced movement. 
When your squad using Shield Wall is targeted by Hail 
of Arrows skill you may take a Dex test. If it’s positi-
ve – shield wall modifier (-8to Dam) apply to Hail of 
Arrows.
Shoot in Combat – You can use this weapon even in 
Close Combat. 
Silent warrior – model with this skill can move thro-
ugh opponent Control Zone and if won’t go B2B can 
move like a normal ground
Stone Skin – Model receive A+1
Strike Last – In Close Combat you making your attack 
after all others (if you survived)
Support Weapon – In Close Combat model can use 
this weapon as support (add (x1) to St of Main Weapon 
– so 8 becomes 8(x2) and 8(x2) becomes 8(x3) and so 
on...)
Surprise Charge – Model with this skill receiving First 
Strike skill in addition to other modifiers when charging.
Swing – You can make a swing attack in close combat. 
All models in your front facing and range of a weapon 
receiving 1 RoA of your weapon each (make normal test 
to hit) For example: When you are fighting with 3 mo-
dels having Axe with RoA 2 – each model receive 1 hit. 
Models still striking back (if the distance of their weapon 
allows it)
Terror (x)– works exactly the same as fear but you need 
to make a test when you are nearby that monstrous cre-
ature in x inches. REMEMBER that immune to Fear do 
not count as immune to Terror.
The risk of summoning / rising - Each time you suc-
cesful cast summon or rising spell roll D20 – on a natural 
roll 19-20 lose 1 Wound
They are faster then expected – On the beginning of 
nominated turn (by you) put a marker anywhere on the 
battlefield and roll D20. If score is equal or lower then 
Dex – put a squad leader on the token and the rest of his 
squad in control zone (or individual). If the roll is higher 
then Dex roll for deviation. If roll is natural 20 the unit is 
lost.
Trample – If target died after attack and you are not 
longer engage, you can make a free movement straight 
forward (even after you move allowance). If you will en-
gage in that move treat it as a charge (put charge token). 
You can use Trample only once in game turn.
Unreal – You can freely move through terrain (like hills 



or walls) but have to finish your move 
legally (not half inside the wall for 

example)
Unseen Assailant: Model starts the game off the 
table. During one of your movement phase on turn 2+ 
the player may active the model and place it anywhe-
re on the tabletop within 1 inch of any terrain feature. 
The model can act normal this turn.
Ward Save (x) – after you receive a wound (after 
armour test and heal test) make an extra Ward Save 
to prevent from beeing wounded. This is the only way 
that can save you from critical hit. Ward Save can 
never be higher than 8.

Warped Blows  – You cannot use Heal or Healer skill 
against attack from model with that skill.
Wizardy (X) – Model with this skill can do magic. Start 
a game with X spells (draw them with appropriate spell 
deck) Where X is number of spells plus X/2 Instant Spells 
from spell deck.






